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DeSantis se snaží podplatit bílé klobouky za podporu
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Floridský guvernér Ron DeSantis, který by měl tento týden vstoupit
do prezidentského klání v roce 2024, se pokoušel uplatit vysoce
postavené vojenské důstojníky sliby povýšení výměnou za
prezidentské souhlasy, zdroje z kanceláře generála Smithe a na
Trumpově Mar-a- Velitelství Lago to řeklo Real Raw News.
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Ve středu 17. května generálové David H. Berger a Eric M. Smith
obdrželi dopisy, které DeSantis napsal a které je povzbudilo, aby
opustili svou podporu Donalda Trumpa a MAGA a místo toho
podpořili DeSantise v nadcházejících republikánských primárkách a
také v všeobecné volby, řekl zdroj z kanceláře generála Smithe Real
Raw News.

Jednostránkové dopisy, které nesly DeSantisův vlastnoruční podpis,
popisovaly Trumpa jako „po svých nejlepších letech“ a říkaly, že
Republikánská strana bude odsouzena na půl století, pokud ho
delegáti nominují, aby čelil Bidenovi v roce 2024. DeSantisův potěr
proti Trumpovi použil slova jako „příliš starý“, „šílený“ a „hovězí
postoj“ a naznačovaly, že Amerika už je unavená z Trumpovy koalice
MAGA a nekonečných rozhovorů o ukradených volbách. Biden,
napsal DeSantis, porazil Trumpa „spravedlivým a spravedlivým“ ve
spravedlivých volbách, ale Trumpovo „pošramocené ego“ ho přimělo
k udržení ukradené volební šarády. DeSantis označil Trumpa za
zhoubu strany. Řekl, že Trump poskvrnil americkou důvěru a
znesvětil vzpomínky na velké republikánské prezidenty, jako byli
Abraham Lincoln, Dwight Eisenhower a George HW Bush.

Zatímco pranýřoval Trumpa, DeSantis vychvaloval své drtivé
vítězství nad Charliem Christem jako důkaz, že by mohl porazit
Bidena a vést Ameriku do období obnovy a prosperity, bez
probuzení, politického nátlaku a manipulace Deep State. „Odsuzujte
Donalda J. Trumpa a podpořte kandidaturu DeSantise a společně
můžeme sjednotit zemi a obnovit víru v Republikánskou stranu,“ stojí
v části dopisu. Skončila výzvou: „Vyzývám vás, abyste stáli po mé
straně, až udělám prohlášení,“ a přísliby budoucích pozic ve vládě.

"Způsob, jakým mluvil o prezidentu Trumpovi, zněl spíše jako Liz
Cheney než Ron DeSantis," řekl náš zdroj z generálovy kanceláře.
"Chcete hádat, co udělali generál Smith a generál Berger?" Předali
kopii dopisu přímo prezidentu Trumpovi."
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Prezidenta Trumpa DeSantisova zrada nepřekvapila, protože
DeSantis rozeslal podobné dopisy desítkám velitelů, plukovníků,
generálů a admirálů, z nichž mnozí zůstali neochvějně loajální
skutečnému vrchnímu veliteli. Řekli Trumpovi, že DeSantisova
lichotivá komuniké chválila jejich dodržování ústavy a zároveň
zpochybňovala jejich oddanost 45. prezidentovi Spojených států.
DeSantis napsal, že jako prezident nařídí svému ministerstvu
obrany, aby podporovalo vlivné důstojníky, kteří ho podporují.
Kapitáni by se stali majory; majory by se staly lt. plukovníci; a lt.
plukovníci by dostali na ramena celého ptáka. Generálům nabídl
přidanou hvězdu a tak dále.

"DeSantis je špatně odhadl," řekl zdroj z Mar-a-Lago. „Měl za cíl je
svést, hrát na jejich ješitnost, slibovat chutné cetky, ale tito důstojníci
jeho lest prohlédli a dali Trumpovi vědět o jeho klamavém chování.
Je to nechutné, nechutné – pokoušet se pokoušet důstojníky, jako by
obtěžovač pokoušel dítě na sladkosti. Vážně podcenil jejich
loajalitu."

Prezident Trump, dodal, předpověděl, že DeSantis použije
promyšlenou taktiku k získání vojenské podpory.

"DeSantis se dostal na frak. Ví, že potřebuje vojenskou podporu. A
Trump tento krok plně počítal. Ale DeSantis páchne zoufalstvím,“
řekl.

Zdroj v kanceláři generála Smithe tento sentiment zopakoval. "Bez
vojenské podpory je toast." Američané nechtějí slyšet o bohatých
elitách podporujících kandidáty. Nevěří elitářům z dobrého důvodu.
Vojenská potvrzení mají váhu. Prezident Trump získal podporu více
než 100 generálů a admirálů. Je pochybné, že DeSantis nějakou
dostane. Bílé klobouky nebudou podporovat Skull & Bones a černé
klobouky nebudou přijímat republikána."
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Společnost Real Raw News požadovala vyjádření k dopisům od
DeSantisovy mluvčí Christiny Pushawové, ale ta naše volání
odmítla.

Omluvte se, že včera večer nebyl podcast. Prošel jsem vzplanutím
akutní dny, pro každého, kdo ví, jak bolestivé to je. Pokud dnes
večer něco uděláme, upozorním předem na Telegram a Twitter a
připnu komentář k tomuto článku. Děkujeme vám za vaši trpělivost.

(Návštíveno 73 548 krát, 3 799 návštěv dnes)

Nenechte se zmást mezi dvěma názvy GCR: 
 Global Currency Revaluation & The Great Reset. 

 . 
 Byli jsme v Global CurrencyRevaluation kryté zlatem/aktivy 

 (nikoliv Global Currency Reset),

While the Black Hat’s Central Bank was pushing a fiat
digitalcurrency Reset called The Great Reset.

 The White Hats had digital Gold/asset-backed currency, 
 while the Black Hat Central Bank Digital Fiat Currency had no

backing, but was made out of thin air.

Those not awake could easily be confused by calling the GCR a
Reset rather than a Revaluation.

Last edited 2 minutes ago by Zee

I think 2 of the higher white hat echilons that received promised
cabinet positions from Desanctimonious should stand by his side as
he makes his 2024 candidacy announcement for President … then
promptly arrest him for treason.

Controlled demolition
 More of My history

 Questions to ask
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Was I in any way involved in the Oklahoma City bombing.
Yes I Was but only after I saw the actual footage on the TV.
I watched this and ran all of the kinetic energy pathways that were in
place.

 I could easily see the first of these pathways were traveling outward
from the building.

 And the proof of my annalist is that most of the energy’s pathways
from the truck were directed

 to the building which was confirmed by the inspection of the damage
the truck sustained.

 And the lack of damage apposite of the Murra building
 And this was the proof that there was a negative pressure in the

Building because it was detonated first.
 And it was a false flag event.

 This took about 7 seconds to calculate.

How about World Trade Center 9-11
 Yes

 Again only after seeing the actuation footage on the TV
 And now we are going in to A extremely large set of kinetic energy

reaction
 with not only Masses in motion, pressure waves, thermal

conversions, Etc.

One thing I haven’t seen any one doing is the Chemical Phase
transfers And the Kinetic energy conversion’s of these base
Structures. Meaning the chemical make up of it’s base material.

And here is the biggest one I haven’t seen investigated is the
engineering plans

 These building’s were design to fall into themselves if compromised
in any way.

 And share the same network of utilities. Was this a totally planned on
day one by design.
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The Kinetic energy pathways of building One and Two we channeled
to building 7

 By the utilities Network and I Question was this the reason it
collapsed.

Gas phase conversions From the beginning events, objects
exploding in the top of the towers.

 Released a chain reaction of Kinetic energy and the potential Kinetic
power from all of the Elements

 It came in contact with and most of it was dissipated in the Air.
 And Also some of this radiated away from the buildings by all of the

utilities connected to it.

And this annalists took longer than 7 seconds?

your site is getting lame, if you are real we would be seeing more
shit coming out. if you were a wh reporter they would cover your
bills! decent info up intell now but im seeing shit unfold you dont
report on, then your reports are kinda weak and lame

SIR, SHOW SOME RESPECT TO MICHAEL. WHILE HIS SITE IS
KIND OF LAME HE WILL PROVIDE EVIDENCE SOON. MICHAEL
OPENED MY EYES TO NIBIRU AND OTHER TOPICS,,,

I PERSONALLY INVITE YOU TO CALL INTO HIS NEXT SHOW,,,

DeSantis is such a slime ball. That is all the DS can do. Bribe their
way into winning. MAGA is still strong and growing and not even
Desactimonious is going to change that. WWG1WGA

What the hell is going on with general Smith he hasn’t done Jack shit
says he’s been in what is he a black hat or just a pussy

THERE HAS BEEN NEWS BUT MICHAEL HAS COME DOWN
WITH A SEVERE CASE OF GOUT AND IS UNABLE TO TYPE AT
THE MOMENT,,,
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Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making
money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No
Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for
more info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 3 hours ago by Delavic

Hello – hello Fredo, having morning coffee while checking-in with
RRN. You can go into archive news via search bar and read about
your brother.

Hey Fredo contemplating leaving ya a RRN coffee mug with your
doorman or porter while washing sidewalk once they become
available, suspect coffee mugs will be a collector’s item.

Hey Jimbo, What Anti America scumbags do you work for? George
Zoros? Obango and Big Mike? or this corrupted regime Resident
Slow Joe? which we all know this pathetic loser stole the election.
Americans did not vote for this Trojan Horse who is destroying our
country. I hope old joe drops hundreds of illegals in front of your
house, you deserved everyone of them. In the mean time GFY! and
FJB!

Hey Jimbo, What 3 letter agency you work for? You have sold out
your soul for money! its your country too Asshole! You do anything
for money so we can see. No one can be this stupid to support
pedos puppets in high places who are hell bent in destroying our
country.

HI MISS LINDA,,,AGAIN! ETHEL CAN HELP YOU LEARN TO EDIT
YOUR POSTS IF YOU NEED ASSISTANCE,,,

Memory Lane
 DeSantis Tries to Turn Military Against TrumpBy Michael Baxter –

 October 26, 2022

Oldest first

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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DeSantis said he had to pick which battles to fight and which to put
on the back-burner.

 His Buns need a little Toasting
 General Berger

 Turn up the Heat

THIS IS MY FAVORITE SICNE WE ARE GOING DOWN MEMORY
LANE

realrawnews. com/2021/04/trump-inauguration-july-4-2021/

This is really random, but if younger Bush and Al Gore were both
Deep Staters, why did Gore make such a fuss over losing? If the
elections were being controlled back then like they are now, the DS
must’ve wanted Bush. Since both guys are two sides of the same
coin, I guess it was fake for show — typical manipulation of all of us,
since Gore surely could’ve already known he was not going to be the
one “placed in office” by the DS.

Good question, I hear that the old treasonous dog George B.
promise this POS Al. G. traitor in ex-change for climate B.S. to
walked away from his stolen election and this corrupted fake elitist
complied. He was promise by scumbag G.B. Senor Climate change
Bull shit which A.G has made hundreds of millions pushing this lie.
And by the way this scumbag Al uses planes to peddle his lies, he is
number one carbon fuel user. His private swimming pool uses more
electricity in one month than we used in a year. The hypocrisy is
outstanding and he is not the only one, these hypocrites all are the
biggest carbon fuel imprints.

So he was the winner after all

less work more pay

MISS LINDA,,,YOU SEEM TO LIKE ME,,,I WILL HAVE TO REPORT
THIS AS FLIRTING TO ETHEL,,,I DO NOT HAVE ANY HOLES IN
MY WALL
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I hope the arthritis, Mr. Baxter, is not flaring up still, I didn’t know
what gout was til I looked it up after your post, I have been having
extra pain in the finger joints for a few days too, I wondered if it has
something to do with the solar flares. I enjoyed your words the other
night on your first podcast, it was very revealing. I hope that you get
more genuine audience callers and less cia and fbi cockroaches
calling in next time you do another live call-in. But I really liked
hearing things from your understanding, wow.

AGREED,,,THOSE DS AGENTS WERE CALLING IN AND NOT
ANSWERING MICHAEL,,,ETHEL WAS ANGRY!

I guess this cinches it that DeSantis is a deep state clown and
implanted agent of the NWO. No legitimate republican candidate
would pull such shannigans and trash our duly elected Commander
in Chief, Donald John Trump unless he was working for our enemies.

When he lies and says that Biden was elected fair and square he
goes against all the evidence that is being revealed about the
Dominion fraudulent voting machines and all the other illegal scams
that were pushed against We the People. He is a wolf in sheep’s
clothing.

Just read the Fulford preview report for this week on Rumor Mill
News. The end of the report will be out on Thursday or Friday.
….Good report, so far, as usual. It is the May 22, 2023 report. We
can read all these other reports while Michael takes care of his
gout….

I a previous report, Fulford stated he tried to make contact with
Baxter, but Baxter wouldn’t give him the time of day.

wander why Mr.Michael Baxter is not bother after soooooo many
atempt by Benjamin Fulford pick up phone ???? Why is it Mike
????????
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Yes, I know. Michael has his reasons I guess. Plus he hasn’t been
feeling well. Michael probably doesn’t want to get pulled into military
discussions as he is only allowed to say so much.

Sorcha Faal has a pretty good report this week. May 22, 2023 about
the Ukraine and the world situation. Rumor Mill News.

Some good stuff in it though…I can only scan read these reports as
not all of it interests me…

It is probably one of the best sites out there to get the real facts and
up to date info available—you get a feel of Russian intelligence and
find out from them what is really going on in the good ole USA—-

He may seem like a humble, hard working governor and maybe he
is. But Ron also comes off as having a huge…”my way or the
highway” attitude. He is dictatorial and perpetually scowling, with
very little smiling most of the time. He is not “presidential” imo.

Last edited 14 hours ago by Joanna

It’s a matter of wether or not the deep state got to someone and how
hard it is to turn it around. Demon possessed people don’t have a
lick of energy, they are negative and exist on the talent and
knowledge of the demon plus the memory in the body they took over.

why would you smile at the jackasses that are trying to take you
down and lie about you all the time—-how many Govs have sent
their military to help on the borders—-most just talk and it seems he
is leading the way—-How many make grandeous statements and
that is all you get—–I understand the MAGA supporters here and
nothing against but just saw a video of 60 minutes by Leslie Stahl
2016 and Trump said he liked the Clintons and wasn’t going to try
and jail her—-go figure—-so tell me again about statements made by
politicians and who you can trust—–get your covid jab—–Left Wray
and Barr in office—-how is/did that work out—-
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Michael: Would you be kind enough to attach a copy of the letters
sent to all those military officers? That would be much appreciated.
Thank you for your reporting.

That would be evidence in future court-martials. How would MB have
access to the letters? Yes, former Navy Lieutenant DeSantis can be
court-martialed by the military at any time. DeSantis was never a
Navy Seal, although he did serve with Seal Team One as a legal
advisor for a short time in 2007. He also served as a JAG prosecutor
at Gitmo in 2006.

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making
money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No
Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for
more info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 15 hours ago by Delavic

Seems like DeSantis is trying to step into shoes that are far too big
for him. He apparently been bought with promises of power and
prestige that he can’t handle and does not have the integrity to
handle either. He seems to have done a good job in Florida but
maybe it is just the media lying to promote him to take down
President Trump. I would not vote for DeSantis over a third party
candidate much less over President Trump.

SORRY FOR YOUR GOUT. DRINK TART CHERRY JUICE AND
ALKALINE WATER WILL DEFINITELY HELP WITH THE GOUT.

I agree, I knew this pathetic loser fake Jim was working for some
corrupted anti America agency. Its a shame what some people will
do for money, this POS Jim will sell out his own mother for a dime.

Why do you support anti Americans who sold out our country? are
you this much of a scumbag yourself?

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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Desanctimonious is no Republican, he isn’t even a Rino. This guy is
an out and out Communistic Demoncrat. It is time he is picked up for
Treason. You tell by his speech in the letters that he is jealous of
Trumps following, and all he is doing for himself is turning more and
more people against him. Good thing the more the People learn
about him the less they are likely to vote for him.

This man was amazing, strong and fearless. I miss him. He was a
true humanitarian.He knew after the CNN interview and ended up in
the ICU it was the DS.It probably wasn’t just shedding. These
escapees from the deep asylum WILL hang by the neck until dead.
They cannot tolerate the higher frequencies…some will just drop
regardless

Saw the report. Dude definitely was poisoned since he never took
the shot and told people not to be manipulated or pushed into doing
it either. and that poor sap on CNN died eight weeks after being
forced jabbed to stay employed never thinking he would die. Terrible.

Last edited 5 hours ago by Xena

What we should really SEE is that Dr Rashid Buttar was murdered
by the DS. Poisoned 200x’s the jab dose by the DS….because he
spoke the truth.

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making
money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No
Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for
more info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 17 hours ago by Delavic

Shella Zee, can we write “abridging” (the freedom of speech)? 1st
Amendment and Sticks and Stones…re-“member” (your wannabe
dick).

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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You violated standard Jewish deflection protocol… you are supposed
to scream ATNITSEMITISM…similar to the racism deflection for
blacks, but reserved for Jews…Mossad creation!

Israel has not yet learned how to be multi-cultural. And we will have
a hand in its transformation and the Great Reset of Israel!!!!!!

Israel has not yet learned how to be multi-cultural. This is a change
that must take place. And christians and muslims and atheists will be
blamed, but the transformation of Israel will take place whether the
joos like it or not. After all, it would edify them and instruct them how
to think in the New Jewless Order!

Michael the extract SERRAPTESE found on Amazon is a natural
enzyme. That helps with uric acid . It does work.

The 1657 Flint Remonstrance was one of the building blocks of this
nation

 There is a video about today’s post on archive-org

A little bit about my history of controlled demolition and safety.
When I was about 14 years old I would [sneak over to the neighbors
lime stone Quarry]?

 Well not really I would just ride my trail bike to his business and at
first watch him run this operation.

 He was doing it all by him self no employees.
 And I would help him repair equipment and watch him crush rock.

 And one day I asked to operate the rock crushers he was really
hesitant but needed help.

 And after doing this for many a days then came the time to shoot
rock.

 Using explosives to break the limestone from it’s formation,
 We would use explosives that would start lifting 10,000 tons of rock

in about 65 milliseconds after energized.
 I was not an employee and never asked or received and money for

helping.
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And would only go when I was caught up on my farming.
And then I was doing this all the time on my own when needed.

 The reason I bring this up today safety is extremely important so
many parameters are involved.

 And never enter the area or let anyone else enter a demolishing or
mining etc. when doing such work.

 Today are we all of us here in a demolition operation?
 With 100 of millions of people at risk.

 In order to carry out and operation like this we must always
remember to accurately calculate How large of a charge is needed to
Get this Job Done.

 And It has taken thousands times a thousand of calculations to get
this to

 a very low number of possible injuries or____.

Yesterday I decided that it was time to reveal the Operation I had in
play

 When shooting the rock it would go airborne and after it reached its
maximum height

 it would still take 45 seconds for all of it to fall to earth.
 We are getting very close to that point and this is the time to still be

very cautions .
 And need to have a plan for the clean up.

This Remonstrance is not Trumps Plan? Or the Military’s?

But it is something That We the people can use to command or.
 Guild the Military and President Trump.

 The people in power Do the ever listen to Us the little people.
 Or as the saying goes just follow the money.

Yesterday and early this morning I posted data about the flint
remonstrance

 and after posting this our Michigan Nation guard plane out of
Lansing.
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Flew to Duluth Minnesota landed then to Madison Wisconsin landed
Back in Lansing. Did I reveal something that they need to share.

 Question Do We the People have the Power to move our Military.

We the People We Have the Power The only ones in Power
 And It is Our Job to Guild

 The people We Employ.
 In Our States and territories

 In Federal Government.
 The President The Military

 and Any and All in this country that gets a check
 from the Government for the Employment they engage in.

Watch this video And our Planes Fly

Last edited 19 hours ago by Robert Gregory Boensch

President Trump.
 looks at the Business end – of this insurrection.

 The United States Military.
 Looks at the War end – of this insurrection.

And I Robert Gregory Boensch.

Looks at This As A Controlled Demolition Operation.

To Serve the Needs of

Our Business
 This War

 And Protecting Us The People

The “We the People” need the order or some kind of guidance..
otherwise.. they will just keeping bouncing around like a pinball in a
pinball machine.

Today It is very Important more that ever to network
 .and put aside the the possibly of a monetary Gain.
 I have Done this thousands of times.
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And your are witnessing this today
From Me.

 My rewards doing this action is like this.
 the Truck that Ford motor company was redesigned by

 My design giving to an A Ford engineer
 Could possible one day save My family if ever getting into

 an accident because the old design is not built any more
 If my creator positions Me to such challenges.

 Am I obgulated to Do them
 I think so

 Because he created me and Leeds My Path
 Lessons

 If there is a way to contribute with What We Know
Or have time to work on a problem even out side of our Knowledge

 And We fail to _____?????
 At least Network With your family

 Your neighbor.
 Any one known
 or start a new group.

 Take hold of the information in front of you
 And understand You are Not alone

The Goal is to have A very peaceful
 Transition to a Constitutional Republic.

 And Have this country left in one piece when done

The only way We can do this is With this Ideology in mind.

Start with the minimum Goals restore peace .
 and then bring our country back to Its fullest Glory.

1657 Flint Remonstrance as the base
 That I authored with additions.

 As minimum starting point .

And Upward With God and God speed.
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Ps
Controlled Demolition Operation.

 Is just a image of the kinetic mechanics.

And has nothing to do with Explosives

`So any one even Go There!

I’ve talked with several good people now about what’s been going
on… now.. a couple of them are on board. The others won’t be
convinced until they hear it on the tv or radio news.

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making
money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No
Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for
more info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 20 hours ago by Delavic

I would like to see more on arrests and tribunals. It is vicariously
cathartic for me. LOL

Sorry to hear about your gout, my husband has it and can’t even
stand for the bed sheets to touch his feet.. I’ll pray for you and get
sum organic tart cherry juice.

Make everyone ( $26,000 __ $38,000 ) A Month Online Making
money online more than $15k just by doing simple work With No
Prior Experience Or Skills Required. Be Your Own Boss And for
more info visit any tab this site Thanks a lot just

 open this link…….. http://earnings201.blogspot.com

Last edited 21 hours ago by Delavic

De’ Loser just put his head on the chopping block. I believe that
bribery to gain political advantage is STILL ILLEGAL! For him to give
Bush a thumbs up is really disgusting. Bush, Cheney & Rumsfeld

http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
http://earnings201.blogspot.com/
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took the lives of 1,000’s of ppl to make $$$$ And De’Loser has left
no doubt he is DS. Thank you Michael for your dedication to expose
the traitors for what and who they are.

Ps: get a can of whole dark cherries and eat them one after another.
They taste awful but the gout will be gone pronto. Keep a can or two
in your kitchen and as soon as you feel something going on with
your feet open a can and eat asap.

 God Bless you and all of your family & friends,including your
followers!

Frozen cherries would be better, if fresh isn’t found. Baxter is likely
doing something, eating something that caused the attack. The
attack comes all at once but the bad substance causing it like the
sugar in beer or something, some combination of something led up
to it slowly.

Shrimp will cause it. I know from bitter experience

Remember all pain is due to inflammation

Take 3 triple strength Turmeric Vitamin Shoppe has them. Turmeric
is most definitely where it’s at.

Hope this helps.

Turmeric is not well absorbed by the body. Less than 2%. Add
FRESH GROUND black pepper and voila! Close to 100% will be
absorbed. And then it can be of great benefit. It’s the piperyl
compounds in the black pepper that act as an ionophore (transport)
mechanism for the turmeric.

DeSantisstein is a total joo apologist. He fn signed anti-semite rules
into law. It’s almost as if he doesn’t give a F about the 1st amedment.

fuck you jahoo

MB, this was on today’s (5/22) Report:
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“California’s Gavin Newsom ‘is going to drown’ in politics: Ex-
Cincinnati mayor”

I thought GN was hanged a few years ago. Can you please confirm
this?

Patriots patiently standing by.

MICHAEL SAID GAVIN WAS DEAD AND POSTED GAVINS
PICTURE IN A SATANIC ROOM ALTERED BY ADOBE
LIGHTROOM

I’m not content with dopplegangers and clones or even masked
people playing everyone that has been executed. It’s not being said
how the expectation of a lie is supposed to play out on people. What
is all this lying about? Adopted people are well known to have been
lied to on birth identities. WTH? The expected outcome for any of
these body double and clone lies has to have been thought through.
Do they expect that nearly all the population can’t handle the truth
and need to be lied to?

They are slow rolling the truth #1 to buy time while stock markets
crash and banks collapse. Cannot move orward with gold backed
currency until those two happen first

#2 they don’t believe that people can handle the truth given out too
fast. Drip exposure is best, in their opinion.

To hell with being told we can’t handle the truth. We’ve hand to
handle wars, we’ve had to handle assassinations, we’ve had to
handle a clotshot genocide, we’ve had to handle 9/11, we’ve had to
handle school shootings, we’ve had to deal with a stolen election,
we’ve had to deal with a media who puts out fake news and calls the
President a liar because he fights back against the usurper and
invokes the Insurrection act of 1807 to save this nation, we’ve had to
handle a Supreme Court that gives us a big EFF YOU because we
are bringing the election fraud to court, we’ve had to handle our
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Commander in Chief being arrested for a crime he didn’t commit and
was forced to pay $5,000,000.00 just for saying he didn’t do it and
the jury proved he didn’t do it, we’ve had to handle people illegally
locked up for exercising their Constitutional rights to protest on J6,
we’ve had to handle a paedophile-loving judge being nominated to
the SCOTUS who wants to dismantle the sex offender registry
system claiming it is too harsh on child pornographer and child
rapists and she doesn’t even know what a woman is, we’ve had to
handle gays and lesbians merging together and going after child sex
predators who groom our kids because they themselves were
groomed by the same child sex predators, we’ve had to handle a
lying, cheating, racist, abortion-loving, gay marriage-defending, child
sex change surgery-supporting, China-kissing, Taliban hugging,
incestmongering, bribe-taking traitor give away over
$110,000,000,000.00+ of our own money to the Ukraine, tons of our
own baby formula to the southern border and now give away our
prescription drugs to the Ukraine, give away 35,000,000 barrels of
our oil reserves to France and Germany, we’ve had to handle a hell
of a lot of stuff our grandparents never had to handle because the
things we handle today did not exist in those days for them, and we
can’t handle the truth about the satanic paedophilia and IIluminati
crimes committed by these despicable, inhuman miscreants who
want us dead by genocide in our food, drink and drugs?

 I DO NOT CARE. WE DO NOT CARE. Show everything even if it
hurts.

 Show it all anyway, I don’t care if people start yelling and screaming
as if they were in last stage labor and no painkillers and the baby is
stuck sideways. I don’t care if they vomit, I don’t care if they have
diarrhea, I don’t care if they get nightmares, I don’t care if they get
ulcers, I don’t care if they get extreme stomach pain, I don’t care if
they have sleepless nights, I don’t care if they get migraines. If they
get projectile vomit every day nonstop for 3 weeks, I do not care. We
do not care. Show everything even if it hurts.

 Think of all the pain and illnesses and stress and PTSD these brave
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men and women rescuing these women and girls from sex trafficking
rings have to deal with in these pits of hell. I do not care. We do not
care. Show everything even if it hurts.

 Think of the indescribable conditions these poor trafficked, raped,
brutalized, mutilated human beings were found chained in the
D.U.M.B.s where they were making hybrid human-animal species —
the same kind of underground tunnels our White Hats found in
February 2021 according to RRN, in the Ukraine that showed proof
of human beings trafficked and chained up inside properties owned
by Joe and his degenerate son, Hunter where gold bars and laptops
were found, the chains holding necrotized flesh. I do not care. We do
not care. Show everything even if it hurts.

 These welfare-loving gender students and BLM/Antifa/Jane’s
revenge-supporting people who voted for Biden and hate the “mean
orange tweeter” and support the lying, cheating treasonous cabal
defend these evil snakes and blackmail, attack and savage the one
man — Donald John Trump — who can take them down with our
help and Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin’s help. And when these swamp
creatures cannot go after him, they go after his family just like they
went after Putin’s family. I do not care. We do not care. Show
everything even if it hurts.

 THINK ABOUT WHAT OUR SONS AND DAUGHTERS FEEL WHEN
THEY ARE BEING RAPED, MOLESTED, TORTURED, TERRIFIED,
TRAFFICKED, DISMEMBERED, EATEN, STRAPPED DOWN, CUT
OPEN AND THEIR ORGANS ARE HARVESTED AND THEIR
ADRENAL GLANDS ARE BEING CUT OPEN FOR
ADRENOCHROME PRODUCTION FOR THESE VICIOUS
GHOULS WHO HATE KIDS. I do not care. We do not care. Show
everything even if it hurts.

 We have a usurper who lives in his basement who takes regular
infusions of adrenochrome and had to go to the Ukraine to get more
from Zelensky, quite presumably. Putin is mad as hell that this
church attacking, press attacking, free speech attacking, Russian-
hating filthy pig has to protect child sex traffickers underground and
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biolabs making plagues to kill us and the deep state has to use this
US flag-stealing drag queen slut as an agent to prop up the New
World order after even Blackrock admitted as fallen. Their testing
ground for RFID-connected life functions and crypto-currency is part
of DIIA, which is part of the Luciferian plan for world domination, and
they say we cannot handle the truth? BOLLOCKS!!

 Show the executions, show the tribunals, show the rap sheets by
JAG, show the testimony transcripts, show the bodycam arrests,
show the corpses being lined up on ice. There is no excuse for not
showing us the proof because they say we can’t handle the truth.

 SHOW IT ANYWAY.

Xena, you said it all in one gut wrenching nuclear truth bomb! The
reality of what We the People are up against is horrendous! But we
are completely FED UP with the evil plans and agenda of the wicked
and we will stand until all these demons are removed from every
seat of power. Our God JAHOVAH Nissi (our Victory) CAN change
this and is waiting for us to use our authority in His mighty name.
The kingdom of God suffers violence, but the violent take it by force!

Right on Xena! Very well said and written. We certainly can handle
the truth and Michael and the Patriots in our super excellent US
Military, the finest on planet Earth, share that truth with us all here,
everyday.

Agree totally! If I can handle it, so can others. Who says those of us
who are aware are the strongest people? Yet we have survived the
horror of knowing, and some of us have lived with the agony of these
horrific truths for years! It’s a nightmare to be awake and to be
ridiculed for speaking the truth to the clueless, and be shunned by
family and friends who think WE’RE the idiots — when they are the
ones who can’t add 2+2. These revolting things all fit together like
puzzle pieces, if only the hard-headed can’t be bothered types would
open their eyes & look around just a little bit. So many lazy fools
base everything they know on the fake Cliff Notes versions of
everything from the MSM. These numpties need to see it all.
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HAVE YOU EVER HAD TO ENDURE LEAVING METADATA IN A
PICTURE THEN GETTING CALLED OUT ON IT AND BEING
MAD,,,?

They were advertising for an Actor in VARIETY to be a Gavin
Newson look alike weeks before the Gitmo story broke on RRN.

Remember he was really sick for a while. In fact, he was bed ridden
when they arrested him and his many demons. So, a Gavin Newsom
doppleganger was already being used.

And he also said hillary, comey, susan rice, loretta lynch, dr birx,
pedo bill and chelsea clinton, gw bush and many more were
executed but they are all coming out in the news.

Biden, Marcos reaffirm U.S.-Philippines defense amid China
concerns

I don’t know about this. biden is a chinese puppet and can never be
trusted, never. And he is very very corrupt.

Remember, in 2012 then vp biden flew on AF2 to beijing with his
now infamous son hunter who made hundreds of millions of dollars
in exchange for turning his head the other way and letting china
continue illegal construction of artificial islands in the West
Philippines Sea inside the Philippines 200 miles Exclusive Economic
Zone, Philippines territory or inside Philippines sovereignty. So why
should it be any different now? The illegitimate criminal biden regime
should not be trusted.

Last edited 23 hours ago by TakeAmericaBack2024

Don’t forget, the real Biden is gone. Executed for all of these crimes
a long time ago. The actor playing him is controlled opposition,
meaning under whitehat control. You are watching a movie play out.

if the White Hats control Biden then why are we still fighting in
Ukraine—why are the J-6 prisoners still in jail—-just asking—
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to destroyed…bio-labs,andchrome facility,DS personal hideout… and
on loooooong term….tame NATO to 1997 borders. and other things
..you are not new here …you should know…ask Julie..

Last edited 19 hours ago by sejmon

Russia is the one doing that and Europe is being destroyed and if we
keep pushing Russian buttons then we might get something we wont
like—-let’s hear it for the white hats

Makes sense. You’re absolutely right. It’s so confusing what to
believe anymore.

We just have to wait when (not if) Pres. Trump returns to power and
all these will be announced.

Oh wow Micheal,real good one! This guy is a phony!As most career
politicians are..to his credit he did some very good things for
Florida.Yet it was exposed that behind his back the other hand was
working.I don’t need to go on and on.

ZAPOMEŇTE JSTE, ŽE JSTE SI ČLÁNEK UŽ PŘEČETLI A
KOMENTOVALI, NĚKDYŽ,,,MŮŽE BÝT ZNÁMKA
DEMENCE,,,ETHEL MÁ ŠPATNÉ DNY

 
 


